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The biggest question facing astronomers today...





Are we alone in the Universe?



Are We Alone?

• Is our Solar System unique?

• Is the Earth unique?

• Is life on Earth unique?

• Are our laws of physics unique?



1500’s view of our Uniqueness
Earth was believed to be the center of the 
universe, and the Sun, Moon, planets, and 
stars circled around it.

“We are special... it’s just us here!”



1600 view, post-Copernicus

“We are special... it’s just us here...

... and four other planets!”

The Sun was at the center of the Universe, 
orbited by the Earth and the other planets.



1700 view (post-Huygens)

“We are special... it’s just us here...

... and 4 other planets
... and 100 billion other stars!”

The points of light in the Milky Way galaxy are 
recognized as stars that could be like our own.



1930 view (post-Edwin Hubble)

“We are special... it’s just us here...

... plus the other 8 planets, 
... plus 100 billion other stars in the Milky Way

... plus 100 billion other galaxies, each with 
their own 100 billion stars!”

Spiral clouds in the sky are recognized as individual galaxies 
like the Milky Way



1990’s - Present View

“We are special... it’s just us here...

... plus the other 8 planets, 
... plus 100 billion other stars in the Milky Way

... plus 100 billion other galaxies, each with their own 100 
billion stars

... and each of these 1022 stars might have their own planets, 
so...

... us and 1023 other planets!”

Astronomers have found planets around thousands of stars... 
there may be more planets than stars in the Universe.



Are We Alone?

• Is our Solar System unique? (Probably not)

• Is the Earth unique? (Probably not)

• Is life on Earth unique?



In order to search for life in the 
Universe, we need to know 

where to search.

What environmental 
requirements are there for life 

on Earth?



• Not too hot (< 100 C)

• Not too cold (> 0 C)

• pH not too acidic (pH > 3) 

• Not too saline

• Not too high pressure 

• Not too much radiation

• Not too much ultraviolet light

• Based on C, H, O, N, K (potassium)

• Uses liquid water

What Does Life on Earth Need?



Thermophilic (heat-loving) bacteria in Yellowstone at > 95 C
 Sea-floor bacteria at > 150 C
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Cryophilic (cold-loving) bacteria frozen in Antarctic ice at -50 C



What Does Life on Earth Need?

• Not too hot (< 100 C)
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Acidophilic (acid-loving) bacteria such as in mine runoff at 
Rio Tinto mine, Spain: pH < 2.0



What Does Life on Earth Need?

• Not too hot (< 100 C)

• Not too cold (> 0 C)

• pH not too acidic (pH > 3) 

• Not too saline

• Not too high pressure 
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Halophilic (salt-loving) bacteria, 
Makgadikgadi Pans, Botswana



What Does Life on Earth Need?

• Not too hot (< 100 C)

• Not too cold (> 0 C)

• pH not too acidic (pH > 3) 

• Not too saline

• Not too high pressure 

• Not too much radiation

• Not too much ultraviolet light

• Based on C, H, O, N, K (potassium)

• Uses liquid water



Piezophilic (pressure-loving) Xenophyophores, at 10 km 
below the surface in the deepest ocean trenches.



What Does Life on Earth Need?

• Not too hot (< 100 C)

• Not too cold (> 0 C)

• pH not too acidic (pH > 3) 

• Not too saline

• Not too high pressure 

• Not too much radiation

• Not too much ultraviolet light

• Based on C, H, O, N, K (potassium)

• Uses liquid water



My own research finds that the UV radiation that 
might kill life today, in young solar systems can rapidly 

jumpstart the creation of life’s ingredients.  



What Does Life on Earth Need?

• Not too hot (< 100 C)

• Not too cold (> 0 C)

• pH not too acidic (pH > 3) 

• Not too saline

• Not too high pressure 

• Not too much radiation or ultraviolet light

• Based on C, H, O, N, K (potassium)

• Uses liquid water



Anoxic (oxygen-free) Spinoloricus animals, discovered in 
deep trenches on the Mediterranean sea floor, 2011



Evidence for bacteria using As (arsenic) instead of K 
(potassium) in Mono Lake, USA, 2012 



What Does Life on Earth Need?

• Not too hot (< 100 C)

• Not too cold (> 0 C)

• pH not too acidic (pH > 3) 

• Not too saline

• Not too high pressure 

• Not too much radiation

• Not too much ultraviolet light

• Based on C, H, O, N, K (potassium)

• Uses liquid water



What Does Life on Earth Need?

Liquid water



The search for life is largely 
the search for liquid water.



Liquid Water
Water (H2O) is very common throughout the Solar 
System and Universe.

But it is almost always found as a gas (e.g., Venus’ 
clouds) or a solid (e.g., Pluto) -- not a liquid!



Three Best Places to Search for 
Liquid Water in Solar System



Three Best Places to Search for 
Liquid Water in Solar System #1: Mars

• Mars used to have massive water oceans 
and lakes. They either froze into tundra, or 
evaporated.

• There’s some evidence for occasional water 
flow on the surface now.

• Mars has some (debated) evidence for 
fossilized life found in a Martian meteorite 
that landed in Antarctica.
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Three Best Places to Search for 
Liquid Water in Solar System #1: Mars

NASA’s Curiosity rover is currently exploring Mars’ surface 
and looking for signs of past life and habitability.

On-board chemistry experiments measure composition, 
search for clues such as carbon isotopic ratios.



• Enceladus has massive plumes of 
erupting water, the size of Yellowstone’s 
‘Old Faithful.’

• These plumes come out as liquid 
droplets -- meaning that something 
must be heating Enceladus, which would 
otherwise be a cold icy rock.

Three Best Places to Search for 
Liquid Water in Solar System

#2: Saturn’s moon Enceladus
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Three Best Places to Search for 
Liquid Water in Solar System

#2: Saturn’s moon Enceladus

NASA’s Cassini spacecraft is currently orbiting Saturn and 
has flown directly through Enceladus’ plumes several times, 
‘tasting’ them for salts and other clues.



• Photos show that the surface was 
recently liquid, with icy ‘rafts’ floating 
on a fresh, smooth surface.

• Europa may have a warm ocean 
underneath an icy shell.

Three Best Places to Search for 
Liquid Water in Solar System

#3: Jupiter’s 
moon 
Europa



Three Best Places to Search for 
Liquid Water in Solar System

#3: Jupiter’s 
moon 
Europa

Europe is planning a mission to Jupiter and Europa, to 
be launched ~ 2022. Mission will search for warm 
ocean and organic molecules that could support life.



Three Best Places to Search for 
Liquid Water in Solar System

Outside our solar system? For now, every other solar 
system is too far away for us to be able to make useful 
detections of liquid water, much less life. We can only 
crudely guess at the odds. 



Once you have a planet, how 
do you make life?

Atoms ⇒ Molecules ⇒ Organics ⇒ Amino Acids ⇒ DNA ⇒ Life

Method #1: Build it from scratch

Some of these steps are very easy; some are very hard.



Once you have a planet, how 
do you make life?

Method #2: Bring it in from somewhere else (‘Panspermia’)

The Earth gets hit by 40 tons of 
material from asteroids, comets, 
other planets, and other solar 
systems every day. Organic 
molecules and microbes riding 
along could ‘seed’ life from one 
planet to another. 



Once you have a planet, how 
do you make life?

Method #2: Bring it in from somewhere else

Method #1: Build it from scratch

Which of these very different models describes 
how life on Earth started?

It’s a huge question....

And one that we have no idea what the answer is.



Mars Curiosity Rover





Mars Curiosity Rover
• Launch 26 Nov 2011, Cape Canaveral

• Landing 6 Aug 2012, Gale Crater, Mars

• 900 kg rover and chemistry lab is searching for evidence of 
habitability and exploring history of water.

• 14 instruments:

• Stereo cameras, rock grinder, chemistry lab (GCMS), weather 
station, radiation detector, X-ray spectrometer, neutron detector, 
arm, broom...



Mars Curiosity Rover Status

• All instruments working well

• Memory glitch on one computer

•  Switched to backup computer in March

• Driven about 2 km since landing

200 m

Gale Crater



“Several billions years ago, Mars may well have been a pleasant place for 
tiny microbes to live, with plenty of water as well as minerals that could 
have served as food. [Curiosity] has not found signs that actual microbes 
did live in that oasis.

‘We have found a habitable environment that is so benign and supportive 
of life that probably if this water was around and you had been on the 
planet, you would have been able to drink it,’ said John P. Grotzinger, the 
California Institute of Technology geology professor who is the principal 
investigator for the NASA mission.

Curiosity scientists identi!ed elements in the rocks - sulphur, N, O, K, C - 
that are key ingredients of life, as well as minerals like sulfates that 
primitive microbes could eat for food.  

Curiosity has not yet found the carbon building blocks needed to come 
together to give rise to living organisms.”

NASA’s Curiosity Science Update
  
  Press Conference 12 March 2013



[Curiosity] ingested Martian air six times from October 2012 through 
June, passing gas through a chamber illuminated by infrared lasers to 
check the atmosphere's chemical make-up for methane - a molecule 
formed by binding one carbon atom to four hydrogen atoms.

"e lack of methane detected by Curiosity, coupled with the 
spectrometer's sensitivity, bracket the lower limit for the Martian 
atmosphere's methane concentration at no more than 1.3 parts per billion.
Ground telescopes and Europe's Mars Express orbiter collected data 
indicating methane's presence in the Martian atmosphere, an indication of 
current microbial life or undiscovered geologic activity - the two most likely sources of 
methane.

"It would have been exciting to !nd methane, but we measured repeatedly 
from Martian spring to late summer, with no detection of methane," said 
the report's lead author, Chris Webster of NASA's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif.

NASA’s Curiosity Science Update
  
  Article in Science, September 2013



US, Europe, Russia, and 
Japan have sent 50 missions 
to Mars -- 22 successful.

But none of them 
have given us any 
evidence that Mars 
has life now, or has 
ever had it in the 
past.



Why is There No Life on Mars?

History of MarsHistory of Earth

Stromatolites

Formation and Impacts

Photosynthesis

Oxygenated Atmosphere

Multi-cellular Organisms

Land Plants

Bacteria

Invertebrates
Vertebrates

Heavy Bombardment

Humans

Time                    Event

3.5 Gya

4.5 Gya

3.5 Gya

2.4 Gya

1.8 Gya

450 Mya

3 Gya

600 Mya
500 Mya

3.8 Gya

1 Mya Today

Past

Wet

Formation and Impacts

Volcanism

Dry and Dead...

Heavy Bombardment

Water Disappears

More Dry and Dead...

Robots Look for Life - and Don’t Find It

3.7 Gya

4.5 Gya

3 Gya

3.8 Gya

3.5 Gya

Now Today

Past

2 Gya

1 Gya

Mars had only a 
brief window to 
host life... either it 
never did, or any 
fossil record of it 
is nearly washed 
away...



A few closing thoughts... 

• The laws of physics, and thus the laws for life, 
appear to be the same everywhere in the Universe.

• Over the centuries, we have learned a great deal 
about Earth’s place in the Universe, and we know it 
is not unique. But we have discovered almost 
nothing about life beyond the Earth, and whether it 
exists or not.

• If there’s no other life in the Solar System, the next 
planets are a million times further away, and it will 
be a long time before we can explore them.




